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Abstract: This paper identifies the Achilles heels in Carl Cohen’s notion of organ donation. It posits that presumed consent cannot sufficiently solve the problem of organ shortage. Presumed consent though might improve
the number of organs available; it does not resolve all moral challenges faced by presumed refusal as assumed by
Cohen. In achieving this, we critically analyze concepts and processes involved in Carl Cohen’s presumed consent. We further identified ethical problems Cohen’s presumed consent failed to solve. This paper recommends a
possible solution to the problem of organ shortage. This paper concludes that Cohen’s presumed consent cannot
sufficiently solve the problem of organ shortage. The paper further shows that regenerative medicine, cloning,
and other advanced medical research if well explored will solve to a large extent the problem of organ shortage.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of science and technology in the last century cuts across all strata of existence. Technology is
being inculcated in almost all areas of life; medicine is not an exception. Medical care has not only improved
in its area of ordinary medical solutions, but it also succeeded in creating an extraordinary medical solution
to the multiple health challenges faced by humans. Advancements in medical care, therapeutic interventions,
and human capacity enhancement technologies are unprecedented. The development in medicine is changing
human understanding of some medical terms; legal and societal positions on medical issues, re-understanding
of our cadavers’ usefulness, moral analysis of our period of death among others, opening humans to vistas
of open-ended possibilities hitherto thought as mysteries in yesteryears. Owing to today’s biotechnologies,
human orientation, understanding, and meaning of death and life is now been redefined.
In pre-modern times, collapse in parts of the body tissues is a death certificate as hopes were usually lost
when certain injuries or failures of a certain organ in the human body surfaced. The advancements in medical
research dove-tailed in improved medical care and consequently, there are increasing hopes for life on the
severely incapacitated and sick patients. One area, in which medical feats have raised hopes, though not without
some fundamental moral problems, is organ donation. Organ donation according to Rainer Gruessner (2016)
(1) is the act of giving one or more organs (or part thereof ), without compensation, for transplantation into
someone else. Before the 1950s, failure of a certain organ of the body such as kidney, bone marrow, liver, the
heart is synonymous with a death sentence. The rate of increase in organ failure and continue demand for
organs for transplantation as well as the personnel and equipment to carry out such transplantation calls for
more involvement of the government in the creation and monitoring of this extraordinary medical attention.
While citizens of the western world have continued to benefit immensely from the new medical possibility
of donating organ to save life, it is appalling to note that a larger chunk of the citizens of the third-world
countries in need of such medical service lacks access to undergo the surgical process, except for a few who
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have the luxury of medical tourism. The world, no doubt, is increasingly becoming a global village; and as
such, the possibility that new medical discoveries in the first-world states will soon become widespread in
the third-world countries cannot be ruled out. In anticipation of this, the critical question is: are the moral
problems involved in organ donation to be imported to the developing third-world nations, or are new and
unique moral dilemmas to be expected?
The need to understand the predominant ethical challenges faced in organ donation in the western world and
whether or not such moral problems will necessarily arise in the developing world especially in Sub-Saharan
African cannot be glossed over. This is because the more there is hope for the survival of the sick, the greater
the likelihood of fear of living with a moral burden.
Daniel Springer (2) observes that the need for organ donors is growing at a tremendous rate which is brought
about by the increasing rate of organ failure in the world today. The development of sophisticated technology
has resulted in our ability to save more lives than ever before through organ transplantation; however, if organs
are not available for donation, it makes little difference if the technology needed to transplant them exists or
not. The mass difference between the demand and supply rate of an organ has opened various dimensions
to the procurement of organ which is laced with ethical issues.
Today, our ethical concern has widened, with the various technological innovations, our ethical fields further
expand to examine issues relating to any newly developed ideas for the use of human.
The various ethical issues that arise in organ transplantation begin with the process of donating the organ.
Ethical issues arise when the number of people willing to donate falls and the government results in the use
of opt-out options rather than opt-in. The fall in the received organs which coincides with the rise in organs
needed to solve the increasing list of people in the waiting list resulted in a new method and program by the
government to ensure an increase in the organ generated either through living or dead donors.
James McIntosh defines opt-in as “the process where people have to actively sign up to a register to donate
their organs after death, while in the opt-out system, organ donation will occur automatically unless a specific
request is made before death for organ not to be taken.” (3) Opt-out as an option is a presumed consent where
everyone by default is assumed to agree on donating his or her organ, which came up when the demand for
organs is on the rise and available organs cannot serve those on the list. The issue of the medical definition
of death also arises; while some doctors believe that brain death is sufficient for death, others believe that the
heartbeats stoppage is what makes a person dead. Since the definition of death is not monolithic, the question
of harvesting living organ for transplant raises an ethical concern

THE CASE FOR PRESUMED CONSENT
The discussions on cadaver organ donation usually raise the ethical question of consent. Organ generated from
the dead has the potential to reduce the number of people in the waiting list, even though we have people dying
daily we still have more useful organ being buried with death. Why do we waste useful life-saving resources?
The debate on organ donation can be considered in two forms, the donation by the living and donation by
death. In this study, we are considering organ donation from the dead. The major question that arises is the
question of autonomy. Does the dead body have the autonomy to decide over his or her body? How do we
respect the autonomy of the dead? Can autonomy be transferred? Whose decision is valid: the dead or his/
her family? How do we acquire the consent of removing an organ from death? All these questions require
fundamental answers.
Carl Cohen in his paper ‘The case for presumed consent’ (4), makes an argument in support of “presumed
consent” against the popular presumed refusal policy that is in place for deceased organ donation. He examines
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The disadvantages of presuming consent are minimal, nearly nil. On balance,
therefore, an organ procurement system founded upon presumed consent
is almost certainly good. (13)
Cohen is not the only one with the position that presumed consent will give large benefit to the society,
Veatch also joined him in this position. He said:
Presumed consent, which permits the removal of organs unless the person
has formally opposed it while living. This model emphasizes the greatest
net benefit for society. (14)
Part of the other good in presumed consent has highlighted by Cohen is “Many people who, when rational
and calm, would donate their organs without qualm, want not to think about the matter when not obliged to
do so, and when forced to make that decision for others at moments of despair and stress, are agonized. At the
very moment when the removal of a loved one’s vital organs is most dreadful to contemplate when feelings of
guilt or helplessness are most likely to distort calm judgment, grieving families need not confront the matter.

PRESUMED CONSENT AND THOSE ON THE FENCE
There are several questions that some light critics will want to bring out. How do we protect the decision of
individuals who wish not to donate their organs? Will it be stress-free to refuse to donate an organ? How are
we going to ensure all organ donation refusal decision is maintained?
Some people for religious or other reasons will not want their organs used after their death. These people still
live with us and if we attempt to create a new policy, we need to consider how to protect them.
For this set of people, Cohen is very quick to express his opinion about how to cater to them. To protect the
interest of those who are not interested in donating an organ, Carl Cohen quickly adds that:
Some persons do not wish to have their organs removed for any purpose,
even to save lives after their deaths. To them, it must be said, without
hesitation or rancor, “as you wish.” Giving to every person the opportunity,
while alive, freely to opt-out of the system of general donation is a social
obligation entailed by respect for individual autonomy, and an obligation
readily fulfilled. (15)
Another very important point to be noted which considering a change in policy, especially a policy that will
affect almost everyone living, is the transition period. This is the period when we will change from the formal
policy and move to the new one. This period is very delicate as it can make or mar the entire process. The
process can be stalled or even halt if we didn’t handle the transition process very well. Handling the transition
process well include educating the masses on the new rule, ensuring that people get the information and
understand the message. The government can stage rally, various talks, use various mass media, seminar and
a host of others to ensure that the masses are well educated about the change in policy.
The transition period also matters as campaigns need to be carried out to inform the masses of the change
in the process of organ donation after death. Cohen averse:
of no one may it later be said that objections would have been registered
if only the rules had been known. Wide public education must, therefore,
precede the reversing reform, and the revised presumption must be openly
and expressed in ways that all may fully grasp. (16)
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no matter how well presumed consent is instituted, there will still be some
cases in which people who would have preferred to be buried with all their
organs intact will have some of their organs removed; call these mistaken
removals. (There will probably also be some mistaken non-removals under
presumed consent and some mistaken removals under the current system,
but these kinds of mistakes are likely to be considerably rarer.) (22)
This position maintained by both presume consent proponent and presume refusal proponent is sample
research-based. Sample research itself cannot be used as conclusive support for an argument. This is because
the research might be based on the wrong societal sample, or based on wrong current orientation by the
society during the sampling. It has been identified that the argument that 70% of people in America wish to
donate their organ and 30% do not want to donate arise from the Gallup survey in 1993.
It comes from a 1993 Gallup Poll, to which most recent commentators on
both sides of the issue have referred. (23)
This survey is not sufficient evidence to prove that truly if presume consent is introduced a larger percentage
of people in the country will be favored. We cannot use the current social situation to determine the moral
rightness or wrongness of an action.

PRESUME CONSENT AND ORGAN SHORTAGE
Presumed consent came as a remedy to the long waiting period for organ donation. The proponent of presumed
consent presents their argument on the position that if accepted the many people on the waiting list will be
reduced as we will have more organs for the usage for organ donation.
An outward appearance of presumed consent suggests that it can solve the problem of insufficient organ
donation, as it will make more organs available for transplant. However, reality has proved otherwise as it
brings a lack of trust in physicians by the masses and makes more people skeptical about the preservation of
their life in the hands of doctors. Recent researches on several donors per million persons have this to say:
A review of the accompanying chart indicates the wide disparity within
European Presumed Consent countries donation rates, from a high of Spain’s
33.5 to a low of Greece’s 5.7, with a simple average of 12.5 nDPM (normalize
donor per million person), which is insignificantly different from the Explicit
Consent average of 12.1 nDPM (normalize donor per million person). (24)
From the above, it is crystal clear that countries where presumed consent where introduced were not far better
off than others. The policy of presumed consent does not give a better percentage increase as expected with
the initial presentation; this is due to several factors. Presumed consent alone cannot solve the problem of
insufficient organs as a shortage of organs does not lie in the policy of opt-out run by most countries.
Religious and cultural beliefs also contribute to a countries response to organ donation. The cultural understanding
of many influences their thoughts and their action; this does not exclude their medical beliefs as well as the
use of their bodies. Dr. Rod McLeod observes that:
In many societies, people define themselves by their religious and cultural
grouping, even when their faith or immersion in religion or culture is
limited. There are wide variations between people of differing faiths, ethnic
backgrounds and national origins and their approach to the end of life. (25)
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CONCLUSION
From the foregoing, we are able to examine presume consent as presented by Carl Cohen. We identified some
of the Achilles hills inherent in the policy of presume consent. This paper presents an alternative from recent
development in advance medicine. We conclude that if regenerative medicine, cloning, and other advanced
medical research is intensified, we will be able to generate adequate organ without repeating the pitfall of
presume consent and other policy available in generation organ for transplantation.
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